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Abstract: Recently, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) find their applicability in
several real-time applications such as disaster management, military, surveillance,
healthcare, etc. The utilization of WSNs in the disaster monitoring process has
gained significant attention among research communities and governments.
Real-time monitoring of disaster areas using WSN is a challenging process due
to the energy-limited sensor nodes. Therefore, the clustering process can be
utilized to improve the energy utilization of the nodes and thereby improve the
overall functioning of the network. In this aspect, this study proposes a novel
Lens-Oppositional Wild Goose Optimization based Energy Aware Clustering
(LOWGO-EAC) scheme for WSN-assisted real-time disaster management. The
major intention of the LOWGO-EAC scheme is to perform effective data collec-
tion and transmission processes in disaster regions. To achieve this, the LOWGO-
EAC technique derives a novel LOWGO algorithm by the integration of the lens
oppositional-based learning (LOBL) concept with the traditional WGO algorithm
to improve the convergence rate. In addition, the LOWGO-EAC technique
derives a fitness function involving three input parameters like residual energy
(RE), distance to the base station (BS) (DBS), and node degree (ND). The pro-
posed LOWGO-EAC technique can accomplish improved energy efficiency
and lifetime of WSNs in real-time disaster management scenarios. The experi-
mental validation of the LOWGO-EAC model is carried out and the comparative
study reported the enhanced performance of the LOWGO-EAC model over the
recent approaches.
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1 Introduction

Currently, wireless sensor network (WSN) is widespread all around the globe and it is utilized as an
appealing field among research communities because of their significant developments in real-time
disaster monitoring applications. The design of WSNs for disaster management is beneficial due to the
following reasons: some of them are connected with minimal expense, adaptability, and versatility, and
notwithstanding the whimsical catastrophic event over time, it confines and disperses the proper data to
the related sensor nodes (SN) with the smallest latency [1]. Every anticipation is required to monitor
disasters in the WSN environment. WSN is a wise and minimal expense arrangement that empowers the
productivity and dependability improvement of numerous modern applications like wellbeing and security
observation, home and building robotization, and smart grid. The WSNs for the most part comprise an
enormous amount of SNs which are low power and little in size [2]. These SNs can function as
independent gadgets and be conveyed in different kinds of conditions. In any case, there are many
difficulties to bring the WSNs into real-time applications.

One of the fundamental worries while fostering WSNs is to broaden their lifespan [3]. In numerous
applications, an SN is controlled by a limited energy source, for example, a battery or a supercapacitor
that confines the WSNs’ lifetime. Sustainable power sources like solar or wind are examined and
incorporated into the SNs as of late for longer activity [4]. The SNs in WSNs are ordinarily gathered into
groups, and this clustering technique is utilized in WSNs to guarantee the adaptability of the organization
[5]. It likewise ensures proficient resource exploitation and the board of restricted network assets, saving
energy and monitoring the solidness of the organization [6]. Clustering models can be derived in the
WSN to assuring effective resource utilization, reduced transmission overhead, minimum energy
consumption, and low interference [7,8]. It involves the process of portioning the network into several
groups of clusters. In addition, each cluster owns a cluster head (CH) which is accountable for several
operations such as data aggregation and transmission [9]. The remaining nodes in the cluster are called
cluster members (CMs). It helps in proficiency in balancing the load among all nodes in the network and
thereby improves the network lifetime (NLT). The clustering process is considered a non-deterministic
polynomial-time (NP) hard optimization problem and is addressed by bio-inspired optimization
algorithms [10].

Due to the energy-constrained sensor nodes, real-time monitoring of disaster zones via WSN is a hard
operation. As a result, the clustering process can be used to increase node energy efficiency and enhance the
network’s overall performance [11]. The Scope of the proposed work is needed to propose improved energy
efficiency and the lifetime of WSNs in real-time disaster management. The Objectives of the proposed work
are to perform effective data collection and transmission processes in disaster regions and also improve the
convergence rate, energy efficiency, and lifetime of WSNs in real-time disaster management scenarios. The
remainder of the paper is organized as follows, Section 2 analysis the related works involved in the Real-time
monitoring of disaster areas using WSN. Section 3 describes the Proposed LOWGO-EAC technique.
Section 4 then analyses the experimental data and results, including a performance comparison with
alternative methodologies. Finally, Section 5 concludes the key results of the proposed research.

2 Related Works

Sharad et al. [12] developed a multi-hop routing approach with an established improved invasive weed-
based elephant herd optimization (IIWEHO) approach. During this technique, the WSN node is simulated
originally, and it has been able to the clustering procedure. In the meantime, the CH was chosen with a
low energy-based adaptive clustering model with the hierarchy (LEACH) technique. Then the CH
selection (CHS), multi-path routing was executed by the established IIWEH method. Priyanka et al. [13]
implemented a dynamic CHS in all subsectors is executed utilizing the Whale Optimization Algorithm
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(WOA). It is the estimated performance of the presented technique concerning renewable energy (RE) and
network lifetime (NLT). It can be analyzed using the presented method and demonstrate that a nominally
balanced energy depletion was attainable from the circular WSN with splitting.

Mohan et al. [14] found the optimal routes for underwater using improved metaheuristics-based
clustering with multihop routing protocol for underwater wireless sensor networks (IMCMR-UWSN)
technique. The IMCMR-UWSN technique’s main goal is to select cluster heads (CHs) and optimal routes
to a destination. Bai et al. [15] developed a data collection approach for HWSNs dependent upon the
clustering technique presented. The sink introduces an extreme learning machine convolutional neural
network (ELM-CNN) technique. The common (CM) node chooses CHs dependent upon the RE of SNs,
the number of neighbor nodes, and the distance to sink. An optimum CH node was chosen with the
adaptive learning of the online sequence ELM technique.

Gorgich et al. created [16] a novel approach was presented that addresses the problem of optimum power
utilization in WSN. Therefore, utilizing the fish swarm optimization (FSO) technique, it can be presented an
energy-aware routing protocol for WSNs that optimizes power utilization. The presented protocol is inspired
by OPNET 11.5 simulator and related to the ERA protocol. Yadav et al. [17] presented a novel energy-aware
CHS for hierarchical routing in WSN by a novel hybrid optimized approach. Additionally, the selective
drives with particular conditions like energy stabilization, minimized distance amongst nodes, and
minimized delay under the data broadcast. Khan et al. [18] develop a new method for infrared small
target detection (ISTD) using total variation and partial sum minimization. In this work, the proposed
model replaces the infrared patch, nuclear norm minimization of singular values, and the total variance.

Guiloufi et al. [19] designed an unequal clustering algorithm in the name of energy degree distance
unequal clustering algorithm. This work uses the ‘Sierpinski triangle’ technique to spilt the network into
unequal clusters. The benefits of this work are effective energy consumption and better network lifetime.
The work is not considered the Residual Energy and Packet Loss Rate. It is the drawback of this work.
Sennan et al. [20] implement an energy-aware cluster-based routing protocol for WSN-based IoT. The
pros of the work are increased the network’s lifetime and throughput. The cons of the work are the need
to strengthen the data security when transferring data from cluster member to base station.

This study proposes a novel Lens-Oppositional Wild Goose Optimization based Energy Aware
Clustering (LOWGO-EAC) scheme for WSN-assisted real-time disaster management. The LOWGO-EAC
technique derives a novel LOWGO algorithm by the integration of the lens oppositional-based learning
(LOBL) concept with the traditional WGO algorithm to improve the convergence rate. Moreover, the
LOWGO-EAC technique derives a fitness function (FF) involving three input parameters such as residual
energy (RE), distance to BS (DBS), and node degree (ND). The experimental validation of the LOWGO-
EAC model is carried out and the results are examined under several aspects.

3 The Proposed Model

In this study, a new LOWGO-EAC technique has been developed for disaster monitoring in the WSN
environment. The presented LOWGO-EAC model has accomplished effective data collection and
transmission processes in disaster regions. Besides, the LOWGO-EAC technique derives a FF involving
three input parameters such as RE, DBS, and ND.

3.1 Energy Model

In this study, the first-order radio energy model is exploited. The energy spent by the node comprises
three elements, namely, the transceiver, the processor, and the sensing unit. Since the maximum amount
of energy is spent on transmission and reception, the energy spent on processing and sensing is not
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considered into account [21–25]. The energy spent by the communication unit can be formulated as follows
in Eq. (1).

Ec uð Þ ¼ E c
comm

uð Þ (1)

The expended energy by the transceiver comprises transmission energy ETx and reception energy ERx,
formulated as follows in Eqs. (2)–(4).

Ec uð Þ ¼ ETx k; dð Þ þ ERx kð Þ (2)

ETx k; dð Þ ¼ Eelec � k þ eamp � k � dk (3)

ERx kð Þ ¼ Eelec � k (4)

where Eelec implies electrical energy, k: packet length, eamp: transmit amplifier, and d: the distance between
two nodes. Several studies reported that the energy spent is related to the length of the data packets k and the
distance between two nodes d: Therefore, the energy dissipation can be reduced by decreasing these two
parameters. Fig. 1 illustrates the overall process of the LOWGO-EAC technique.

Figure 1: Overall process of LOWGO-EAC technique
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3.2 Design of LOWGO Algorithm

The WGO algorithm is inspired by the behavior of wild geese in nature. It is used for modeling different
aspects of their life like evolution, regular cooperative migration, and fatality. The mathematical modeling of
the WGO algorithm is given in the following [26–29]:

The displacement and velocity equation considered the goose coordinate velocity as explained in the
following in Eq. (5).

V Itrþ1
jD ¼ R1;D � V Itr

j;D þ R2;D � V Itr
jþ1;D � VItr

j� 1;D

� �� �
þ R3;D � PItr

j;D � Y Itr
j� 1;D

� �
þ R4;D � PItr

þ1j;D � Y Itr
j;D

� �
þ R5;D � PItr

jþ2;D � Y Itr
jþ1;D

� �
� R6;D � PItr

j� 1;D � Y Itr
jþ2;D

� � (5)

The Dth dimensions of the existing place are YJ ;D; PJ :0D and VJ ;D. The arbitrary number R prefers the
intervals of zero and one. Utilizing Eq. (5), the differences in all wild goose’s velocities and places are
measured dependent upon the upfront and rear ember velocity. The place of a neighboring member is

VItr
jþ1; � V Itr

j � 1
� �

and Eq. (6) signifies the global optimum member.

YV
_j;D ¼ PItr

j Dþ R7;D � R8;D � GItr
D þ PItr

jþ1;D � 2 � PItr
_jþ1;D

� �
þ VItrþ1

j;D

� �
(6)

The global optimum place amongst every member is GD: Fig. 2 showcases the steps involved in the
WGO technique.

The jth wild geese move forward the upfront member. The jþ 1th
� �

goose (q) attained by attempt jth

geese. The below formula describes the search and walks of YM
j wild geese to food in Eq. (7).

YM
j ¼ PItr

j þ R9;DD; D � R10;D � PItr
jþ1;D; � PItr

j

� �
(7)

Reproduction and evolution are other phases of wild goose life. This procedure was modeled by
combining the walk and searching for food YM

j

� �
with migration Yy

j

� �
. Wherever CR refers to the

control parameter in Eq. (8).

Figure 2: Steps involved in the WGO technique
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Y Itrþ1
j;D ¼

YV
j;D if R11;D � CR

YItrþ1
j;D Otherwise

(
(8)

For balancing performance, the compromised solution was recognized. During the technique iterations,
this approach adjusts to a maximum amount of populations MInitial

� �
. During the last iteration, the population

has linearly decreased to the last value MFinal
� �

in Eq. (9).

M ¼ Round MFinal �MInitial � ðFE=FEmaximumÞ
� �

(9)

The amount of function estimation with their higher is FE and FE maximum:

In this study, the LOWGO algorithm has been derived by the integration of the LOBL concept into the
traditional WGO algorithm to improve the convergence rate. LOBL is employed to generate a solution closer
to the global optima of the WGO algorithm with superior possibility. Therefore, during this case, the LOBL
was employed for updating the candidate solution of the WGO algorithm under the exploration stage,
enlarging the searching range, and supporting the technique for escaping from the local optimal. Taking
the 1D searching space to illustrate, there is a convex lens with focal length f set at the base point O (the
midpoint of the searching range lb; ub½ �Þ. Furthermore, the object p with height h was located on the
coordinate axis, and their projection is GX (candidate solution). The distance in the object to lens u is
superior to twice f. With the lens imaging function, an inverted imaging p0 of height h� is obtained that is
presented as GX � (reverse solution) on the x-axis. According to the rule of lens imaging and identical
triangle, the geometrical connection attained is formulated as in Eq. (10).

lbþ ubð Þ=2 � GX

GX � � lbþ ubð Þ=2 ¼ h

h�
(10)

At this point, assuming the scale factor n ¼ h=h�, the reverse solution GX � was computed as
transmitting in Eq. (11).

GX � ¼ lbþ ub

2
þ lbþ ub

2n
� GX

n
(11)

It can be apparent that if n ¼ 1, is simplified as the common formulation of the OBL approach in
Eq. (12).

GX � ¼ lbþ ub� GX (12)

Therefore, it could regard the opposition-based learning (OBL) approach as a peculiar case of LOBL.
Compared with OBL, the latter allows obtaining a dynamic reverse solution and a wider search range by
tuning the scale factor n:

Usually, is extended as to D dimensional space in Eq. (13).

GX �
j ¼ lbj þ ubj

� �
=2þ lbj þ ubj

� �
=2n� GXj=n (13)

whereas lbj and ubj signify the lower and upper limits of jth dimensional correspondingly,
j ¼ 1; 2; � � �D; GX �

j signifies the inverse solution of GXj from the jth dimensional.

If a novel inverse solution is created, there is no guarantee that it can be always superior to the existing
candidate solution from the wild goose position. Thus, it can be essential for evaluating the fitness values of
the inverse as well as candidate solutions, afterward the fitter one is chosen for continuing participation in the
succeeding exploitation stage that is explained in Eq. (14).
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GXnext ¼ GX �; if F GX �ð Þ,F GXð Þ
GX ; otherwise

�
(14)

whereasGX � stands for the reverse solution created by LOBL,GX represents the existing candidate solution,
GXnext implies the chosen wild goose for continuing the succeeding place upgrade, and F refers to the FF of
the problem. The pseudo-code of the LOBL technique is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Lens opposition-based learning

Input the present candidate solution of wild goose GX , the dimensional D, and scale factor n

For j ¼ 1 to D do

Create the reverse solution GX �

End For

Compute the fitness values of GX and GX �

If F GX �ð Þ,F GXð Þ then
GXnext ¼ GX �

End If

Output the novel candidate solution GXnext

3.3 Algorithmic Process Involved in LOWGO-EAC Technique

For achieving the maximum lifetime in the disaster monitoring process, the LOWGO-EAC technique
derives a FF for the clustering process involving three input parameters such as RE, DBS, and ND [30].
Once the nodes are arbitrarily deployed in the target region, the information collection process is carried
out. The LOWGO algorithm derives a FF using three parameters as given in the following.

The ND of the target area can be defined as the ratio of the number of alive nodes present in the specific
communication range to the total number of alive nodes in the network. It can be mathematically defined as
follows in Eq. (15).

Density; d ¼ Cn

Tn
(15)

The distance is defined by the product of node density and average distance as given below in Eq. (16).

Distance; D ¼ d �
P di

cn

dp
(16)

The energy (e) of every individual node can be computed using the difference between the energy spent
by the CHs and the ratio of average energy. It can be mathematically represented using Eq. (17):

Energy; e ¼ E pð ÞP E pið Þ
cn

� D � nð Þ (17)

The FF (f) of the LOWGO algorithm is inversely proportional to the density of nodes that exist in the
communication region, as given below in Eq. (18).
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Fitness; f / 1

d
(18)

The aim of the LOWGO-EAC technique is the maximization of the fitness value and the node with
maximum energy, minimum distance, and low degree can be considered as CHs, and thus the weight
values were a1 . a3 . a2. Therefore, the presented FF involving a1; a2, and a3, is represented using
Eq. (19).

f ¼ a � eð Þ þ a � Dð Þ þ a3
d

(19)

where a1; a2, and a3 hold non-negative values in the interval of [0, 1], such that a1 þ a2 þ a3 ¼ 1.

4 Experimental Validation

This section investigates the performance of the LOWGO-EAC model under different locations of the
sink. Table 1 inspects the RER examination of the LOWGO-EAC model against existing models under
distinct round and sinks positions. Fig. 3 showcases the simulation outcomes of the LOWGO-EAC model
in terms of RER under the sink position of (0, 100). The experimental outcomes indicated that the
LOWGO-EAC model has resulted in maximum RER over the other methods. For instance, with sink
location (0, 100) and 5 rounds, the LOWGO-EAC model has accomplished an enhanced RER of 44.67 J,
whereas the energy-efficient ensemble clustering methods-black widow optimization (EECM-BWO),
energy-efficient cluster head selection, and routing (ECHSR), Two-tier particle swarm optimization-
clustering and routing (TPSO-CR), and particle swarm optimization-hashing (PSO-HAS) models have
obtained reduced RER of 48.90, 48.78, 48.40, and 47.40 J respectively. Moreover, with 40 rounds, the
LOWGO-EAC model has gained a maximum RER of 12.80 J, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR,
TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS models have obtained reduced RER of 10.41, 3.11, 0, and 0 J respectively.

Table 1: RER analysis of LOWGO-EAC technique under distinct round and sink positions

Residual energy (J)

Sink node (0, 100)

No. of rounds LOWGO-EAC EECM-BWO ECHSR TPSO-CR PSO-HAS

0 49.65 48.90 48.78 48.40 47.40

5 44.67 42.18 39.69 38.94 36.45

10 39.56 37.32 32.59 30.73 27.74

15 35.83 32.35 26.25 21.89 19.40

20 30.23 25.87 21.14 13.68 11.44

25 24.26 21.52 13.68 9.94 4.09

30 19.15 16.04 9.69 4.22 0.11

35 16.29 13.30 4.34 1.10 0.00

40 12.80 10.41 3.11 0.00 0.00

Sink node (50, 200)

0 49.63 49.26 48.88 48.38 46.64

5 43.40 43.15 39.28 39.16 33.42

10 39.16 37.54 32.67 30.06 26.81
(Continued)
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Fig. 4 offers a brief investigation of the LOWGO-EACmodel in terms of RER under the sink position of
(50, 200). The figure reveals that the LOWGO-EAC model has resulted in maximum RER over the other
methods. For instance, with 5 rounds, the LOWGO-EAC model has resulted in an improved RER of
49.63 J, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR, TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS models have accomplished RER
of 49.26, 48.88, 48.38, and 46.64 J respectively. Moreover, with 40 rounds, the LOWGO-EAC model has
gained a maximum RER of 15.72 J, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR, TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS
models have gained the least ARE of 15.09, 2.75, 0, and 0 J respectively.

Table 2 reviews the number of alive node (NOAN) inspections of the LOWGO-EAC model with recent
approaches under dissimilar round and sink positions. Fig. 5 portrays the experimental output of the
LOWGO-EAC model in terms of NOAN under the sink position of (0, 100). The results highlighted that
the LOWGO-EAC model has reached improved NOAN over the other methods. For instance, with sink
location (0, 100) and 5 rounds, the LOWGO-EAC model has gained a higher NOAN of 100, whereas the
EECM-BWO, ECHSR, TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS models have accomplished lower NOAN of 99, 98,
93, 82 respectively. Furthermore, with 40 rounds, the LOWGO-EAC model has accomplished an
increased NOAN of 65, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR, TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS models have
resulted in decreased NOAN of 55, 48, 36, and 24 respectively.

Table 1 (continued)

Residual energy (J)

15 35.04 33.17 28.68 21.95 19.71

20 31.18 28.19 21.20 16.09 10.98

25 25.94 24.94 14.35 9.98 5.37

30 22.08 19.96 7.86 4.87 0.51

35 18.46 16.96 5.00 0.38 0.00

40 15.72 15.09 2.75 0.00 0.00

Figure 3: RER analysis of LOWGO-EAC technique under the sink position of (0, 100)
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Figure 4: RER analysis of LOWGO-EAC technique under the sink position of (50, 200)

Table 2: NOAN analysis of LOWGO-EAC technique under distinct round and sink positions

No. of alive nodes

No. of rounds LOWGO-EAC EECM-BWO ECHSR TPSO-CR PSO-HAS

Sink node (0, 100)

0 100 99 99 98 96

5 100 99 98 93 82

10 100 98 96 86 73

15 99 96 93 81 66

20 98 94 88 71 53

25 96 92 79 64 44

30 91 84 70 53 31

35 79 74 60 45 29

40 65 55 48 36 24

Sink node (50, 200)

0 100 100 99 98 96

5 100 97 93 90 81

10 98 94 89 83 74

15 95 90 84 77 68

20 94 88 78 73 62

25 93 84 71 69 58

30 87 78 65 60 49

35 78 67 53 51 36

40 65 58 39 38 29
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Fig. 6 reveals a detailed investigation of the LOWGO-EAC model in terms of NOAN under the sink
position of (50, 200). The figure exposes that the LOWGO-EAC model has resulted in supreme NOAN
over the other methods. For instance, with 5 rounds, the LOWGO-EAC model has reached a better
NOAN of 100, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR, TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS models have resulted in
NOAN of 97, 93, 90, and 81 respectively. Along with that, with 40 rounds, the LOWGO-EAC model has
provided an increased NOAN of 65, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR, TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS
models have reached decreased ARE of 158, 39, 38, and 29 respectively.

Table 3 studies the NODN analysis of the LOWGO-EAC model with the present model under diverse
round and sink positions.

Fig. 7 exhibits the simulation outcomes of the LOWGO-EAC model in terms of NODN under the sink
position of (0, 100). The obtained outcomes represented that the LOWGO-EACmodel has exhibited minimal
NODN over the other methods. For instance, with sink location (0, 100) and 5 rounds, the LOWGO-EAC
model has resulted in a lower NODN of 0, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR, TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS
models have provided higher NODN of 1, 2, 7, and 18 respectively. Moreover, with 40 rounds, the

Figure 6: NOAN analysis of LOWGO-EAC technique under the sink position of (50, 200)

Figure 5: NOAN analysis of LOWGO-EAC technique under the sink position of (0, 100)
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LOWGO-EAC model has accomplished an NODN of 35, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR, TPSO-CR,
and PSO-HAS models have demonstrated minimal NODN of 45, 52, 64, and 76 respectively.

Table 3: NODN analysis of LOWGO-EAC technique under distinct round and sink positions

No. of dead nodes

No. of rounds LOWGO-EAC EECM-BWO ECHSR TPSO-CR PSO-HAS

Sink node (0, 100)

0 0 1 1 2 4

5 0 1 2 7 18

10 0 2 4 14 27

15 1 4 7 19 34

20 2 6 12 29 47

25 4 8 21 36 56

30 9 16 30 47 69

35 21 26 40 55 71

40 35 45 52 64 76

Sink node (50, 200)

0 0 0 1 2 4

5 0 3 7 10 19

10 2 6 11 17 26

15 5 10 16 23 32

20 6 12 22 27 38

25 7 16 29 31 42

30 13 22 35 40 51

35 22 33 47 49 64

40 35 42 61 62 71

Figure 7: NODN analysis of LOWGO-EAC technique under the sink position of (0, 100)
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Fig. 8 demonstrates a detailed inspection of the LOWGO-EAC model in terms of NODN under the sink
position of (50, 200). The figure exposes that the LOWGO-EAC model has resulted in maximum NODN
over the other methods. For instance, with 5 rounds, the LOWGO-EAC model has resulted in an inferior
NODN of 0, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR, TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS models have accomplished
superior NODN of 3, 7, 10, and 19 respectively. Moreover, with 40 rounds, the LOWGO-EAC model has
gained an NODN of 35, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR, TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS models have
reached the extreme ARE of 42, 61, 62, and 71 respectively.

Table 4 offers a detailed APDR and APLR examination of the LOWGO-EAC model with recent models
under distinct sink locations [31]. Fig. 9 offers a brief EXAMINATION of the LOWGO-EAC model with
other models. The results indicated that the LOWGO-EAC model has offered higher ARE under two sink
locations. For instance, with sink location (0, 100), the LOWGO-EAC model has attained an increased
ARE of 30.24 J, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR, TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS models have obtained
reduced ARE of 27.24, 21.6, 18.35, and 15.42 J respectively. Followed by, sink location (50, 200), the
LOWGO-EAC model has reached a maximum ARE of 30.98 J, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR,
TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS models have gained minimal ARE of 29.31, 21.84, 18.26, and 14.82 J
respectively.

Figure 8: NODN analysis of LOWGO-EAC technique under the sink position of (50, 200)

Table 4: Comparative analysis of LOWGO-EAC technique in terms of various measures with recent algorithms

Methods Avg. residual energy (J) Avg. PDR (%) Avg. packet loss rate (%)

0–100 50–200 0–100 50–200 0–100 50–200

LOWGO-EAC 30.24 30.98 88.37 86.24 11.63 13.76

EECM-BWO 27.24 29.31 81.19 79.85 18.81 20.15

ECHSR 21.6 21.84 66.01 61.22 33.99 38.78

TPSO-CR 18.35 18.26 56.17 49.51 43.83 50.49

PSO-HAS 15.42 14.82 40.99 33.54 59.01 66.46
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Next, a brief APDR inspection of the LOWGO-EAC model with existing approaches were performed in
Fig. 10. The figure reports that the LOWGO-EAC model has accomplished increased APDR under two sink
locations. For instance, with sink location (0, 100), the LOWGO-EAC model has reached an improved
APDR of 88.37%, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR, TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS models have gained
APDR of 81.19%, 66.01%, 56.17%, and 40.99% respectively. Besides, with sink location (50, 200), the
LOWGO-EAC model has provided an enhanced APDR of 86.24%, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR,
TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS models have offered decreased APDR of 79.85%, 61.22%, 49.51%, and
33.54% respectively.

Finally, a detailed comparative study of the LOWGO-EAC model with other models of APLR has been
performed in Fig. 11. The experimental outcome reported that the LOWGO-EAC model has resulted in
APLR under two sink locations. For instance, with sink location (0, 100), the LOWGO-EAC model has
attained a minimal APLR of 11.63%, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR, TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS
models have offered a maximum APLR of 18.81%, 33.99%, 43.83%, and 33.54% respectively. In
addition, with sink location (50, 200), the LOWGO-EAC model has reached a maximum APLR of
13.76%, whereas the EECM-BWO, ECHSR, TPSO-CR, and PSO-HAS models have gained minimal
APLR of 20.15%, 38.87%, 50.49%, and 66.46% respectively.

Figure 9: Analysis of LOWGO-EAC technique with recent algorithms

Figure 10: APDR analysis of LOWGO-EAC technique with recent algorithms
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From the above-mentioned results and discussion, it can be confirmed that the LOWGO-EACmodel has
accomplished the maximum performance on WSN-assisted disaster management applications.

5 Conclusion

In this study, a new LOWGO-EAC technique has been developed for disaster monitoring in the WSN
environment. The presented LOWGO-EAC model has accomplished effective data collection and
transmission processes in disaster regions. Besides, the LOWGO-EAC technique derives a FF involving
three input parameters such as RE, DBS, and ND. The proposed LOWGO-EAC technique can
accomplish improved energy efficiency and lifetime of WSNs in real-time disaster management scenarios.
The experimental validation of the LOWGO-EAC model is carried out and the results are examined
under several aspects. Extensive comparative studies reported the enhanced performance of the LOWGO-
EAC model over the recent approaches. In the future, data aggregation models can be designed to
improve the lifetime of WSNs.
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